VISIONARY LEADERSHIP IN A TURBULENT WORLD

Thriving in the New VUCA Context
As *Visionary Business Leadership in a Turbulent World* genuinely illustrates, there is nothing certain about operating in today’s ever-changing business domain. This book is a refreshing read with practical insights and applications for helping leaders to navigate its rocky terrain.

— Rob Koonce, Founder, Can We Communicate

The nine experts in this book impressively clarify the challenges that leaders face in an increasingly volatile, complex, and ambiguous global environment while at the same time raising critical questions. How can systems-thinking equip leaders to better respond in ambiguous situations? What mindsets transcend relativism and multi-culturalism and how can the gaps in cultural competence be bridged? What capabilities must be developed to successfully guide change? What roles do innovation, collaboration, and resilience play when navigating the twenty-first century landscape? This intriguing book serves as an indispensable guide for leader practitioners as they hone their skills to think strategically and holistically about solutions that are centered on effective leadership practices in a VUCA world.

— Donnette Noble, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor, Chair — Organizational Leadership Program, Roosevelt University (College of Professional Studies)

Visionary Leadership does what so many other books attempt but fail — it captures the dynamic and complex realities of engaging in leadership in a contemporary context. By acknowledging VUCA as inherent in business — and indeed across most disciplines and fields — the authors can offer insights and recommendations that actually make a difference in how we understand and practice leadership.

— John P. Dugan, Associate Professor & Program Chair, Higher Education; Co-Program Chair, International Higher Education; Program Director, Undergraduate Minor in Leadership Studies, Loyola University Chicago
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